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EDITOR’S ENTRY
Parveen Nawab
As I write this on the first day of 2018 I know most of us are spending
our Bank Holiday wisely: reflecting on 2017; making resolutions; and
wishing we had abstained from partaking in overrated new-year
celebrations which, invariably, are let-downs. If you had a fabulously
romantic evening of star-gazing at the London fireworks that now
charge us to stand on public land in the freezing cold, or if you
happened to find a ridiculously extortionate rooftop bar where the little
bursts of illuminations across the London skyline compensated for the
thirty-minute queue to purchase a bottle of water, you probably were
not let down. Expectations were met. Your friends’ imbecilic stupors
provided not only free entertainment but another year’s worth of
memorable anecdotes. And all that was worth the shots- and champsinduced hangover resulting from a party that basically celebrated us all
getting a year older. Congratulations.
OK, enough of the sarcy tone, I hear, so I will now make a contradictory
confession that I am both jealous and slightly smug at choosing to treat
a Sunday like a Sunday, act like a cynical, recently-turned thirty-year
old, and stay one hundred per cent indoors this New Year’s Eve.
Jealous, because the fireworks I watched for free on private land (my
living room) were by far the best I have seen to date, even exceeding the
British Fireworks’ Championships’ display I recently attended in
Southport. I mean, not only do we have the official New Year’s Eve
celebration (forget Australia; we own GMT), we made a worldwide
statement in style. I actually envied the London crowd, craning their
necks above the Thames, because even peaking out of my sister’s loft
bedroom window to catch the spluttering match light behind a terraced
block of houses did not really cut it.
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But I am also a little smug at getting an extra evening all to myself to
reflect on what has been a tremendous year of exploration and
adventure, riding milestones, learning, friendships and fun, positivity,
and progress for ELAM. Although the summer marked only my debut
Folembray experience in France, from what club veterans have
reported it has been a bigger and better year, especially with the
celebration of our tenth anniversary. Or is it the eleventh? The debate
continues. But it is easy to attribute the year’s “highlight award” to our

Meet me: donning my fresh Folembray t-shirt whilst scoffing a scone in Cheddar.

annual international social. As Gary states below, our membership
continues to expand and our observers are tirelessly volunteering their
time to develop safer and progressive motorcyclists. Our full members
expertly lead regular rides, exploring new corners of the country. Our
Associates bring a range of experiences and interests, and continue to
diversify and develop the charity. And collectively we know so much
about all things motors and two wheels, which gives us an influential
voice amongst transport organisations. It’s therefore fair to say
“congratulations” to ELAM getting a year older.
ELAM has also been a big part of my personal development in 2017.
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Not only has being an Associate (I still have not passed my test – sorry,
Jacqui!) made me a more reflective rider, but I have enjoyed an active
social scene indulging in my favourite hobby. Most of all, it is due to
what observers and friends on ELAM have taught me that I have
managed to stay safe with Juliet (more on her later), both home and
abroad. And as if that were not enough, thanks to Jo Naylor and Sara
Pauley – my editing predecessors and bloody great riders – Gary, and
the Committee members, I now have the opportunity to apply my
passion for all-things-English-Language-and-Literature-related to my
recreation. But although being a secondary teacher of English and
Literacy naturally warrants raised expectations in reading and writing
abilities, I cannot emphasise enough how much I would appreciate your
feedback, as Progression is our magazine. Prepositions are my
particular bug-bear, but typos and awkward phrasing could also be
critiqued.
I am also quite a slow reader, writer, and rider – actually, I am slow at
everything except touch-typing – so can appreciate that you may need
some help and/or time drafting your content. But whether it’s a few
photos with captions, a couple of paragraphs, or a special feature, I can
help you contribute those juicy stories. Our biking activities and
knowledge (not sure how much I have of the latter) are what makes
ELAM an actual bikers’ club, and it is my job to communicate our news
to members and in future, I hope, to an even wider audience.
This brings me neatly to my “vision” for Progression. It may be a cliched
term, but I have an idea of how I would like to build on Sara’s and Jo’s
excellent work of making this publication informative, entertaining, and
accessible. Looking at the October 2017 edition, I am beginning to
realise how much time and effort goes into compiling and presenting
ELAM news. To maximise its impact, over the course of 2018, I would
like to expand Progression to an interactive online format where we can
blog current content in a thematic way. Some of us are already sharing
up-to-date news and information via social media, so it makes sense for
the ELAM website to be a reference tool for club activities and advice.
Progression will continue to be published in its traditional format with
quarterly news of key events.
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New features will include a shout-outs section, competitions, and a
dedicated corner to The Gadget King, from whom you can hear about
the latest bike gear. Also, Gary mentioned we have around 200 members
now. I swear I only know about fifty of you and embarrassingly I only

Meet my hardy Juliet: ready for restoration in Malcolm Pauley’s garage.

remember about half those names. Maybe it’s just me and maybe some
members are more active than others, but it would be great for our
growing community to retain its personal yet diverse feel. Look out for
my e-mail invitations in the coming months! And excuse the pun, but
this is all in gradual progression, so do feel free to make suggestions. Of
course, you are still wondering who Juliet is. She is my second ever
manual motorcycle: my 2000-model Honda CBR600f, red and black or
“burnt orange” as they say, characterfully patterned in places, and
adored wholeheartedly.
Some of you know how my previous New Year’s Eve – and 29th birthday,
for that matter – were spent, and that Juliet has not always been my
sweetheart. In fact, the start of 2017 saw a bit of a love-hate relationship
between us, almost entirely instigated by my lack of riding experience,
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and sometimes reciprocated by her. Another factor was that l sought a
sports-tourer and soon realised that she is mainly sports and hardly tourer.
This made a huge difference after my first bike, Venus, the 1996 Suzuki
Bandit N600, as I had now switched from a right-angled riding position to
practically a horizontal 180 degrees. For an ambling rider who loves
absorbing the view this is a tad inconvenient, but it helps that I make
regular photo stops and am partial to a twisty throttle. At heart though I
cannot help but be inspired
by tourer-adventurer riders
who ride around the world,
including Europe, and want
to do much more of this,
especially in the world’s
mountainous regions.
Since the days of riding a
Yamaha Maxster scooter in
2012, and even since
passing the DAS in summer
2015, my riding career has
come a long way. But 2017
has been the best year of
riding thus far. In this
edition of Progression you
can read about my mini
amateur biking adventures,
what an IAM Test Day is
like, and a few other events
to celebrate the last quarter
of an eventful year. I hope
you enjoy it!

Just passed my full bike test!

Would you like to be featured in the next edition of Progression? Tell
Parveen a few words about yourself and/or your passion on
progression@elam.org.uk
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GARY’S GOSSIP
Gary Allworthy
Farewell 2017! Hello 2018! How was it
for you?
For me, it was quite a busy year on the
bike, topping 10,000 miles in 12 months
(with no commuting)! A combination of
a few long weekends away, a ten-day trip
to the Alps, as well as the usual Observer
duties have seen me stack up the miles
surprisingly quickly.
The ELAM family has also been growing,
gaining many new members, with our
total membership at a tantalising 197 at
the last count. We’ve had 23 test passes
over the last year and new Observers
qualifying – congratulations to you all and hope you continue to enjoy all
we have to offer at ELAM.
I’d like to welcome Parveen to the team as our new Progression Editor. She
has some fresh ideas that you will see during the next few editions, and it’s
worth reminding you that Progression can’t exist without your input, so
please furnish Parveen with that ride review, product review, new bike
chat, and articles about anything bike-related are welcomed.
We’re also on the lookout for someone to manage our social events - if you
have any ideas or thoughts, drop me a line: chair@elam.org.uk
It really won’t be too long before the nicer riding weather arrives and our
scheduled regular Super Sunday rideouts will start again around Easter. In
the mean time we’ll grab the opportunities to get out when we can, so keep
an eye out for any social rides organised at short notice.
That’s all from me,
Until the next time,
Gary.
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HAVE YOU BOOKED YOUR PLACE ON
THE ELAM TRACK WEEKEND IN
FRANCE (4-6 AUGUST 2018)?
£300 PACKAGE HIGHLIGHTS:
•

Exclusive day (ELAM only) of tailored coaching and open pits in the afternoon

•

Two nights’ 4* accommodation in nearby town of Soisson which is steeped in history

•

Swimming pool, gym, and nearby forest to explore on bikes

•

Circuit de Folembray fees and access

•

Ferry travel to and from France

•

Access to professional photography on track (additional charges apply)

•

Option to extend your trip before or after the weekend
(read all about Parveen’s extended adventure to Folembray 2017 on page 37!)

Contact Rob Connolly for further information and bookings:
chief.observer@elam.org.uk
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THE HALL OF FAME
NEW ASSOCIATES
These riders recently made a smart decision to commence their IAM training with
ELAM. Welcome! And as it’s a life skill, don’t ever forget us - we have regular
rideouts and socials for all to enjoy!

Mathew Kerruish Jones
Angelo Villaschi
Denis Lobanov
Andrew Bellingham
Douglas Baker
Samson Chan
Joanne Anderson
Paul Vernall
Tim Davis

TRAINEE OBSERVERS
These will be our next generation riders who since passing their IAM test last
year have been developing their leadership and training skills.

Neil Jordan (top right)
George Stoufis (middle)
Kim Brown (right)

Have you recently joined ELAM or returning after a break? Tell the Editor a
few words about yourself on progression@elam.org.uk
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NEW FULL MEMBERS
These riders recently passed their Institute of Advanced Motorists Riding Test
and are now full members of ELAM. Congratulations!

Axel Stang Lund
Will Eng
John Joslin
Andrew Thoupos
Steven Page
Grzegorz Tomasik
Dave Bray
Terry King

NEW LOCAL OBSERVERS
These riders have not only demonstrated advanced road skills, but have
proven their ability to effectively lead Associates. Congratulations!

Lucien Mansell
Paul Carter

NEW NATIONAL OBSERVER
Everyone on this list is a veteran rider with exceptional road and leadership
skills. Congratulations for achieving this outstanding skill level!

Jacqui Barnard
Have you recently joined ELAM or returning after a break? Tell the Editor a
few words about yourself on progression@elam.org.uk
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THE GALLERY
Do you feature in any of these?
Here are some memories to behold!
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EDITOR PICKS

Do you have a great photo that could feature here? Get in touch with
Parveen on progression@elam.org.uk for a chance to enter the ELAM
photo competition!
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The Debut All-Abilities
Ride of 2018
With gutsy mavericks and winter novices braving
bad, the first AA ride of the year led by Nigel
Servini was certainly a popular excursion. Jack
Chavner takes us on the ride from his handlebars.
A New Year, new
members and
new bikes.
It’s 2018, it’s
January, it’s
Sunday and like
an excited child I
had woken up
before my alarm
had gone off 5am - ‘what!’
After a few more
hours’ sleep it
was time for the Some were thrilled and others sceptical on this deceptivelycold January morning.
first group ride
of the year and
looking forward it. Bad news for me, though, walk out of my front door
and see specks of snow on the floor and, damn! It’s cold and for me this
could be a flat battery; yep, I had to jump start it (don’t worry, it was
nothing to worry about). Quick fuel stop at Shell with the brother and then
roll in the meet point (Mc’edes, I know, classy right?). We have a look
around, we have our Italian stallion (Nigel) leading the ride, Marek,
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and Chris - but he wasn’t wearing
his leather mannequin - with new
and familiar faces sitting down.
There were only about ten of us at
this point due to the weather and
how cold the day was. There’s
Jim, Big Terry, and even Gravel
Dave turning up (and me thinking
that with Gravel Dave about on
day like today, this might get
interesting). Time for the brief,
Nigel’s words: ‘Full members
It was a bit windy.
please set an example to the new
guys and what does everyone do?
Look at Jimmy, oops, sorry fella! HANG ABOUT! How many have turned
up to do battle on this fresh winter’s morning? Must be at least 25.
We leave the fine dining establishment to the sweet sound and rumble of
the bike engines, everything from the single cylinder of the 390 Duke
being run into the flat boxers of the GS1200 German tanks that everyone
seems to have at the moment (at least six of you there had them). The
Triple of the Triumph Street and Speed that turned up at the last second,
the V Twins of the Ducati and the purring straight 4.
10 AM, and they’re off
out of the traps, up to
the crooked mile. The
roads are looking
alright at this point,
traffic low, left to
Nazeing. I’m the
marker and there’s a
lorry making a sketchylooking U-turn at the
crossroads.

Good job they had their hi-vis jackets on!
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Down to Broxbourne, chuck a right at the roundabout, down past
Paradise Wildlife Park, then past it. The roads to me are looking pretty
dicey about now, with some traffic coming towards a… TRACTOR
overhanging on the bend! We hang another right up towards Bayford,
through the village. Then what do I see? Chris standing up and slowing us
down, Muri is down, bike in the mud. I get off to see if I can help. My feet
slip from under me, but I’m still standing (are you singing that song in
your head? I know I am). Tyre covered in mud, a bent indicator, and
broken rear break
lever. He’s on the
move and we get
to a local pub for a
better look as the
break light is stuck
on a quick bend of
the switch and the
lights are working
as they should and
he’s made his
choice to throw
the towel in and
make his own way
home. He will now
be known as Ice
Man from this day forth. At this point I can start to see some (and I only
mean some) worried-looking faces as we mount back up.
Over the 414 in to Hertford, left up to Stapleford. We head right down the
A602 with three very slow-moving cars, and from what I can see in their
wing mirrors the drivers didn’t look too impressed with having to drive
on this very cold January morning. I do a mirror check for my overtake
and Gravel Dave is on the move (he’s done well to avoid his favourite
surface in the bends). I see Jim hanging around a sharp left corner. I
head up the road with Dave in tow with the intentions of catching the
others in front of me. We catch them as we arrive at the next village,
though we go heading towards the A10. Heading in to some bends I spot
ice and it’s there on both sides of the road. As I see it I signal to Dave
behind me to slow down; soon as my left hand is back on its grip, I get a
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The soldiers who made it.

tank slapper, off the throttle. The bike
steadies and upright and I’m thinking I
should have worn my brown trousers
(Deadpool quotation for those who have seen
the film, shame about them Ducati they
wreck in the first scene though - such a
waste). I look up at the bend. It’s too late for
the new Associate Member (can’t remember
his name).
My eyes are wide open, not taking the same
line as him, better go past and slow everyone
else down so they know the danger. As I run
past him Dave is to the rescue with him; he’s
standing, yay! The Gold Wing, more like a
clipped or damaged wing lying in a ditch! We
make sure that he’s all good, then we (more
like eight of us) pull the broken wing out and
What a meal they made of it!
check it’s OK to ride. It’s good. We regroup to
the safety of the gritted A10 and check the
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bike again; it’s covered in mud and we laugh as Maverick (his new name)
says that it’s a write off. Less than five the drama is over and we’re back in
the saddle. We wave goodbye to some who want to keep it safe; keeping a
close eye on Maverick behind me we head up to Hare Street and Barkway,
heading towards Royston.

To stay or to go? Some big decisions had to be made.

At a junction there is an abandoned car in a field with no wheels on. There
were many theories on how it ended up there in the first place without any
tyre tracks in the mud. Through Royston, and we make it to the warmth of
the café. Can see some people have gone home straight away; some
thought about it and left; others decided to stay for lunch then make their
own way home. With splinter groups making a break for it, Gravel Dave
and Big Terry down the A10 together, others banding together for the M11
or if they broke off from the main group on the way home. Think everyone
was looking for less ice and a safer way to make home and keep the bike in
one bit. I know I was.
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Making our way back the way we came all was well expect for that low
lying sun in our eyes and with the visor down it was still a task to see. Now
being tailgunner for the main pack I was even struggling to see the tail
lights of all four adventure bikes in front of me. After about 45 minutes to
an hour I could start to see some roads that I knew; good, not too long to
go, sun still playing with my eyes, wonder how Nigel was doing up front
with no reference points.
Much Hadham, Widford, Hunsdon, and Stansted Abbotts. The miles are
falling, we’re on the way to the crooked mile and I see a sign saying pot
hole, I see it more like a 3 ft. drop which would total the front of the bike
or any car! We make our way back to the start point for those wanting to
go home. I peel off after waving good bye to everyone left in Waltham
Abbey. I head home to wash all of the filth that was clung to the underside
of my bike.
With lessons learnt the hard way, by seeing something happen, or know
that you may need a new tyre, I can say it was, well, an interesting ride to
say the least. Looking forward to see what happens next.
Jack, Z900

Jack on track.
Did you enjoy Jack’s story? Do you have one to tell? Whatever the length or topic,
get in touch with Parveen on progression@elam.org.uk
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What’s an IAM
RoadSmart Test Day
Like?
Terry King (aka The Gadget King) reveals all about
his IAM test day in November 2017. He has
certainly debunked some of our preconceptions
about the exam!
How would you describe your
year of observed riding with
ELAM?
I joined ELAM in September 2016, and
it has been a paradigm shift in terms of
knowledge and the craft of
motorcycling – a great team and great
people who are extremely supportive. I
was assigned an observer who took me
through the skills and knowledge
required to build a life skill and work
towards passing my test.
What advice did you receive
before the test?
The advice I received before the test
was mainly to ride my own ride and
relax – I was told that whatever the
outcome, it is a continuous learning
curve.
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What was your big day like?
Because of my post code area, I was assigned to an examiner from Saint
Albans’ area; we met at London Colney McDonalds’ car park at 11am on
Monday morning. The weather was good and he was a very welcoming
and friendly examiner.
Of course, I was nervous! Not because I am not prepared but because I
don’t actually know what to expect as per the standard of judgement,
which has always been my concern – we all learned very quickly that “it all
depends”. What that rhetoric statement held for that day is exactly what I
was nervous about. Perhaps, it might depend on the examiner’s subjective
opinion rather than objective performance - who knew? The test is not
recorded anyway, so there is no second opinion of his assessment.
Behold, why was I waiting and panting at McDonald? He weaved smartly
into the car park as quick as a police officer pulling over a car! He jumped
down from the bike and quickly answered a phone call. From his
conversation on the phone, I perceived him to be very assertive and busy.
That didn’t help my nervousness either!
He introduced himself, talked about his last tour, and he said he leads a
group ride to South Africa and Europe for BMW. When he finished, he
asked me to talk a bit about myself – that made me feel better and
comfortable, as every biker always looks for an opportunity to talk enthuse
other bikers about their addictive hobby.
This gave me the opportunity to build my confidence as I spoke about why
I was there and what I wanted to gain for the day. He seemed impressed.
He complimented the cleanliness of my bike (of course, I had especially
prepared it for the day) and how I managed to keep it that clean, so I used
the opportunity to discuss POWDERS. He then said I should read the
number plate from afar, which I did. He explained what he expected from
the ride and what he was looking out for.
It was a good day but was nerve-wracking because of the pace at which he
followed me closely; I felt very uncomfortable so early in the test that I
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had failed. Why was this? We started straight into some rural road,
national speed limit, where we both met a horse rider at a particular
bend. I was able to stop in the distance that I could see to be clear on my
side of the road and gently followed the horse rider as I was taught. Then
he quickly overtook me and the
horse rider, and slowed down in
front to wave me on. From that
scenario, I was convinced I had
failed and that conclusion kind of
gave me some freedom and
confidence to ride my own ride, as I
thought I had nothing to lose! So I
gave a bit of a blast, maybe to show
him that I wasn’t that much of a
slow rider or something! I don’t
know.
We finished back at the same
starting point and he asked me
about the horse drama. I said what I
thought and he replied that I could
have overtaken him at a better pace
since the horse rider was a bit of a
nerd and wasn’t properly geared for
the saddle. I thought, “here we go…”
I felt good about his feedback and
the outcome but one thing was
certain: every examiner has a
slightly different or subjective view
of what progressive riding should
be.

Terry styles out a POWDERS self-assessment.
Didn’t know examiners did photoshoots!

He asked me why I did not overtake at a particular place which I
remembered and I justified that there was a junction ahead. He asked
whether there were any vehicles at the junction and there weren’t, so I
could have overtaken the vehicle since I could see the junction to be clear.
I of course challenged that because he had already told me that I passed if not, maybe I wouldn’t have!
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Since there is always room for improvement, it might be a good idea for
those new members who newly passed to take up the next challenge of
passing their test up to a First standard before enrolling as an observer,
in order to continue to maintain the high standard of knowledge and
experience passed to others. In the end, it’ not just passing the test at
First standard that makes a good observer, but understanding the
process of learning and the preparation involved that makes all the
difference.
He used a simple scenario to explain this to me: if I was out of my house
in the morning and my neighbour was not at his front door (not in view)
would I say good morning to an imaginary neighbour? I said no. So why
would I not overtake because of an imaginary car? On an on. He said I
should ride like a ninja and then I would get a First next time.
What’s next, after your test?
In spite of those little differences from each observer and examiner,
which should be expected as all are different and see things differently,
being a part of ELAM has taught me a great deal about skills for life. I
was matched with a great personal observer who understood and
fashioned our riding session to fit my learning style. Unfortunately, the
impact of passing the test means no more observed ride and fewer
avenues to undertake structured learning.
I personally haven’t done much riding since I have passed my test, which
I suppose is still work in progress. My next goal is to redo the test to a
First standard.
What advice would you give ELAM Associates?
One key feature that I observed in ELAM as an organisation is its ability
to listen to the riders (Full Members and Associates) and make
adjustments upon recommendation; this makes me feel part of a
dynamic and healthy group.
Since there is always room for improvement, it might be a good idea for
those new members who newly passed to take up the next challenge of
!35

Beauty AND brains: Terry created this fantastic POWDERS diagram back in 2016. Let him
know if you’d like a personal copy!

passing their test up to a First standard before enrolling as an observer, in
order to continue to maintain the high standard of knowledge and
experience passed to others. In the end, it’ not just passing the test at First
standard that makes a good observer, but understanding the process of
learning and the preparation involved that makes all the difference.
Did you recently undertake the IAM RoadSmart test? Tell us about your experience
by e-mailing progression@elam.org.uk
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An Amateur’s Foray to
Folembray 2017 (Part One)
Some venture to the B500; others hit the
Ardennes. Left to her own devices, Parveen only
just scrapes it across northern France.
A track training day in
France? Definitely.
With Folembray booked
this time last year, I was
half-geared up for my
first international land
and sea riding adventure.
All that remained was
deciding where to extend
the adventure to.

I nearly went to Stanford’s.

“I’ve still never been to Cornwall,” I told my friend on the phone.
“We could go to Land’s End!” We tentatively ridiculed the idea, deeming it
too far-fetched for a five-day window following my three days in France. I
needed to be back by mid-August to catch a flight to the Balkans for a tworoad trip. By the time I’d checked the distances from North-East France to
South-West England (and back to London!) I’d pretty much ruled out the
feasibility. Riding to the North West to visit another friend and participate
in the World’s Largest All-Female Biker Meet – just shy of 600 miles in
under three days with a pillion - had hitherto been mine and Juliet’s (my
Honda CBR600f) longest journey. This was looking to be over 2k, and we
didn’t want to rush Cornwall.
But the challenge was too tantalising to forego mulling over. Did I have to
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return from Calais to Dover? I had only booked a one-way ferry as part of
the Folembray package, so my return was flexible. What about Newhaven?
Portsmouth? Caen to Portsmouth? Even better. Instead of sitting on the
M2, M25, and M3, I could ride across the equivalent A roads in northern
France. The departure times worked, the ferry was reasonably-priced, and
after Folembray I would ride solo from near Laon to Caen. An exciting plan
was mapped out.
To map it literally, I spent an hour in my local WHSmith drooling over the
travel section. I don’t mind an electronic map, but paper-based ones are
sacred to me (I’ll write a separate piece about my love for maps another
time) and with an abundance of brands on display, I was spoilt for choice.
Eventually, I opted for: a laminated map of France (very handy for the
plastic pocket of my tankbag); a French phrasebook; a Philip’s Concise Map
of Britain, and a special treat - the AA Bikers’ Britain guide with 50 top
routes that every rider should ride. Nothing else mattered now. I had a
reliable Honda with a fresh MOT, new tyres, language support,
photocopied paperwork, a good working knowledge of major roads in the
South East, and plenty of twisty routes to learn.
“I can’t believe I’m riding to France tomorrow.” On the penultimate night
I’d been deliberating over every
packable item and despairing at
my future inability to pack for a
RTW adventure! After finally
packing my tankbag and topbox
(left open for a few things I’d
need in the morning) I tried to
rest my mind. I’m heading to
Dover at 7am. What if
something goes wrong at the
ferry terminal? Have I packed
my passport? Yes. In a few days
I’ll be riding alone across the
country to take another ferry. I
don’t have that much
experience, and I’ll be on a
sports bike. I can’t even replace
my own tyre. I can barely count
to ten in French. But at least I
have the phrasebook. Riding on
the wrong side of the road! How
on Earth will I survive that for
the whole duration?
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Oh, I knew I’d forgotten something at WHSmith two weeks ago. Must get a
GB sticker and adjust the headlamp on the ferry. And so my mind raced all
night, my eyes only dozing at about 5.30am.

Motorcycle touring is great practice for travelling light.

“I’ll be a bit late, Terry. I had a horrible night and have hardly slept.”
He was used to the late part, but a bit surprised to hear of my sleepless
night, I think. We were heading to France together. “Will you be OK?”
“Yes, I’ll just try and sleep on the ferry.”
I’d again underestimated bike loading time – luggage, starting the engine,
taking a few deep breaths, flusteredly running back in the house to grab a
black bag for emergency covering of my sleeping bag, and, oh yes, must
lube my chain just in case, but, oh, I can’t even put my own centre stand up
so I’ll just lube the visible bits! Shameful.
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We met at the Charlton
Sainsbury’s Petrol
Station, and of course I
went to the wrong one.
Add on another ten
minutes. Seeing Terry
spurred me with a bit of
confidence though. We
fuelled up; I bought
some nuts for breakfast
and he casually munched some whilst examining my bike. I could do this
now. Psychologically, I’ve got a big bloke and his huge Africa Twin for
protection (admittedly, these factors can help).
Apart from the mizzling rain dampening Kent, arrival in Dover was smooth
sailing. Terry and his AT climbed the ferry ramp while the steward held me

back for a moment. I whipped out my phone, pulled off a glove, and
managed to snap a neat photo, before being ushered to climb aboard. I then
had to spend a good fifteen minutes learning the point of, and how to use,
ratchet straps. Such a thoughtful facility, I thought, for Juliet and her
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friends!
Ambling along the passenger deck and restaurant, we met the other 16
riders with whom we were to cross northern France. I bought the GB sticker
(£7 to advertise my nationality, which I could have asked our school
reprographics man to create), stowed away my helmet, and dropped my
head to the table, the clutter of cutlery and bike chat filling my tired ears as
I passed out for a
thirty-minute power
nap.
Paul Gillett, our ride
leader, knew the
French roads. We
stopped briefly for a
non-briefing after
disembarking the
ferry, when I fumbled
around trying to stick
on my unstickable GB
Yes, even a ratchet strap thrilled me.
sign. Shoving it back
into my tankbag as a fellow slid down his half-face helmet, I verbally
reminded myself to go slowly and ride on the right. And please could my
childhood memories of cross-Channel day trips literally “sortie”? Too many
distractions. Focus, Parveen.
I wish we had stopped half an hour later, for the windy coastal route from
Calais to Boulogne was a spectacular start to the journey. We hit the
motorway soon after that – a drag of a ride, made sporadically interesting
with a fired-up Juliet in the left lane. It was either nodding off on the tank
bag or freshening up with a little breeze in my face. At the petrol station, I
asked Paul when the next break would be.
“Oh no, it’s only about 90km from here! We shall continue all the way now.
We’ve already stopped too many times.” Inward groan. But it was a selfinflicted predicament, and if I just lowered my expectations to this being a
survival ride, it would be more palatable. In such situations the odometer is
a great motivational tool. Multiply the kilometres by about 0.6, divide the
remainder by ten, and the fatigued rider can then muster a laborious
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journey in bitesize chunks.

A brief stretch just off the motorway.

We circled (anti-clockwise, of
course) the roundabout by
the Golf Club, somewhere
between Soisson and Reims.
Riding into the car park, I
thought, yes, it definitely is
the hotel and we are here!
But why was Paul leading us

all back out? And why were we continuing to ride
away from it? Of course, we needed fuel before
tomorrow’s track day, and the Total garage was
another fifteen minutes away. The plan was to
fuel up before arriving at the Hotel, but we’d
forgotten. At least I wasn’t the only knackered
one. It was a long wait at this rural garage with
A well-deserved view.
only two pumps. And as if to demonstrate my
exhaustion, I slipped the squeezed nozzle out of
and over my fuel tank, spilling unleaded all over Juliet and the forecourt!
Then came all the boys to the rescue: one for the bike; a couple for the
petrol clean-up; and the rest, as usual, having to wait for me in the wings!
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These days, when booking trips, most holidaymakers are pre-empted by
blue skies and seas on Google Images. But the best feeling is when you’ve
heard great reviews of a place that is yet to be physically experienced. I
placed the topbox on the dresser, drew the curtains, and to my
astonishment, was rewarded with the most serene view of Le Lac d’Ailette.
But even that wasn’t enough to keep me from crashing into a deep sleep on
top of the bedcovers.

A low-lying mist enshrouds the lake at breakfast on track-day morning.

Groggily I answered Terry’s persistent calls. “Are you joining us
downstairs?” He convinced me to partake in the evening’s entertainments;
I’d missed an opening speech or two, but was chuffed to receive my
Folembray t-shirt before dinner.
A prompt 7am assembly in the car park and it was a calm, purposeful
atmosphere, despite there being at least thirty riders wiping their seats,
loading bikes, and starting engines. At this point I realised I’d left my key in
the topbox upstairs. Heart beat racing for fear I’d miss my group’s
departure, I hobbled up in my textiles only to return to my bike and realise
I’d dropped a glove on the way! Back to the foyer I went again, and now I
really was sweating from embarrassment. One of the guys (you have long
hair, and you delivered the morning briefing when we arrived at
Folembray) sensed my nervous antics and simply told me to relax as I
started Juliet. I could ride in Phil Barnard’s B Group.
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Morning briefing at Circuit de Folembray. It’s essential, but we just want to get cracking!

Although rather chilly, the thirty-minute ride took us around a beautiful
forested region to the track nestled within. It was forecasted to be hot, and
my nerves were shifting from anxiety to excitement. With housekeeping
and the day’s schedule outlined, we headed to the pits.

Group C hairpin tuition by Paul Gillett.
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The unique and best aspect of this annual weekend is that riders are
coached in track riding in differentiated groups – mine was Group C
(amateurs). Sixty ELAM members also had the track solely to themselves
for the day’s duration.
There are several twenty-minute coaching sessions throughout the day, and
open pits in the afternoon, which I initially thought to be limited access, but

View from the tower: “Now he should apex.”

soon changed my mind. Every second on track requires intense
concentration, and reflection time between laps is key for progression. Paul
and Sara Pauley helped me reflect on my performance and set targets for
improvement, such as ensuring all gear changes were complete before I
entered the home straight, or that I began braking when reaching a
particular marker. While Group A riders practised trail-braking in bends, I
was learning where and how to apex (can “apex” be used as a verb and a
noun?) and maintain the most efficient lines. Obviously I spent at least a
quarter of my time tapping the white circle on my screen, but how else
would we have all these professional photos, eh? I’m like the free
PicWoMan - and, this year, we needed these cheap deals. Thinking about it,
I’m a little overdue buying my pic.
The day was also spent observing other riders from the pits or tower,
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I may not have bought the real deal, but for once I was on track (and at least the file
name is ready to be dug out of their archives.)

popping into the PicMan office to get sneak previews of official
photographs (and trying to strike deals in my case), and swapping phones
to film each other’s laps. When replaying mine, I realised that while
60mph felt rapid during my lap, on film I looked as though I was inching
into the Mod One cones. Group A must have been gunning it at 120mph!
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I had me eye on ‘im.

So, later in the day during the special Group C open pit - when the
hooligans were kept at bay - I set myself a secret little challenge by tipping
over three figures for about two seconds before being thrust forward by my
own braking. I couldn’t go above third gear, and really envied the 1000cc
engines now.
It was a thrilling day, overall, building my confidence in bends and
improving my vision on the road. I just forgot to snap the marginal chicken
strips on my new tyres (the proof is in PicMan’s picture).
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The evening was spent
exchanging track
accomplishments over a
celebratory meal, and I
could only fault the
weekend for being a little
shortlived. That and the
track-day exhaustion
were reasons enough to
enjoy the nearby city of
Laon and Le Lac d’Ailette.
Perhaps
I
was
subconsciously putting
off a solo departure
across France, but after
discussing my onward
journey with the
remaining riders and
learning of a washout
forecast, Murare offered
to ride with me some of
the way. Jolly well I
agreed, as my first
mistake was going
clockwise around the
hotel’s mini-roundabout.
An impromptu detour to
the Armistice Memorial
and Museum in
Compiegne rewarded us
with an hour of sunshine,
but the remaining day
Can you spot Juliet?
was pitifully wet. We rode
on, each silently conceding
we should have left the previous day, and eventually parted ways before
Rouen as Murare was heading back to England the usual way (via Calais). It
really was just Juliet and I – and our trusty map – thereafter.
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Glad for my laminated map and clear plastic tank bag cover.

I’d originally planned to spend a night in Rouen, so with it being directly
en route to Caen, I headed into the city centre for a coffee break by Rouen
Cathedral. My waterproof suit was saturated from the day’s downpours,
making me sluggish from the weight. But despite my laminated map being
useless locally - for it only showed the big picture - navigating using the
brown landmark symbols had been surprisingly straightforward once I’d
arrived in the centre of Rouen.
It was 7pm and the sun would be setting in under two hours. I should
probably leave soon. Caen was about 130km away and I’d seen a sign just
before turning right into the historic centre. But as a Londoner I should
have realised that leaving it would not be so straightforward: I navigated a
series of one-way systems and ended up on a major city road having lost all
textual connection with Caen.
Remembering my personal lifelong rule of taking a left turn when in doubt,
I acted. Now I was riding beneath a huge suspension bridge, evidently on
the outskirts of Rouen and despite the sun being pretty low, losing my
bearings completely. This was not the right way for sure; in the distance I
could see signs of industrial estates. As if two negatives would make a
positive, I took another left turn underneath the bridge to turn around. It
was the longest traffic signal – one of those when you think something will
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definitely go wrong when you finally pull away.
On the return stretch of this road, there were so many more. I was alone at
the next set, but a man pulled up to my right in a navy blue Toyota.
Figuring I had enough time, I started gesticulating towards my laminated
map. He got out of his car.
I pointed to the road leading out of Rouen (but Caen was on the next page)
and repeated my destination with a questioning inflection in my voice. He
just kept shaking his head. Have I come that far, I thought, rather puzzled
and concerned about time now? Or is it really complicated to get back on
track? I repeated “Cairn, Cairn”, and as the lights changed to green (still
just him and I at the line) I proceeded to flip open the cover of my tankbag.
At that point he realised.

After a washout of a riding day back across northern France, even a patchy blue sky is
welcomed over a coffee stop by Rouen Cathedral.

“Ahhh, Con!” (with a silent ‘n’).
“Oui, oui!” He explained brief directions to me, of which all I understood
was “tout droit” – I’d learnt that on childhood day trips with my dad – so
we resorted to me following him to the highway from where I waved
“merci” and he turned off. So much for that Phrasebook then!
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Back on track, I felt much more relaxed. I’d seen Rouen, could tolerate the
persistent drizzle, and tomorrow I’d have some time to see the Bayeux
Tapestry before boarding my ferry to England. The last sign said 91km and
it was probably about 8pm now (no clock on Juliet) so time-wise I was
making decent progress. It’s all plain sailing now.
Hang on a second. What’s happening to my bike? My battery’s cut out; my
throttle isn’t responding (I think it’s suddenly broken); the bike is
decelerating rapidly; a red light has blinked on, and I’m in the middle lane.
Have I run out of fuel? This happened on my Bandit. No, I filled up halfway through the day. I don’t know what I instinctively did after that –
whether or not I pulled in the clutch, for instance – but I did safely manage
to roll into the hard shoulder.
Keep calm. Lights on or off?
The lights are on so the battery
is surely not dead, but must
not get a dead battery so lights
are best off. Keep the hi-vis on.
Pull back the waterproof cover
from my tank bag and reach
inside for my phone. Text the
ELAM WhatsApp group and
other biking friends for
emergency advice.
Excellent, “Nigel’s typing…”
instantly. 43% battery. Try not
to think about the 2pm ferry
booked from Caen to
Portsmouth the next
afternoon.
I’m so fortunate to have a biker
stop within five minutes of
breaking down, especially What does a solo rider do when, at the end of a
considering I’d only seen three wet day, the engine cuts out on the motorway
between Rouen and Caen?
other riders across France
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all day, and one of them had been Murare. Pierre rides a KTM and speaks
perfect English. He assures me he will call for a recovery vehicle in the next
town and to contact him if nobody arrives within thirty minutes. The cost
will be steep but I’ll have to suck it up. The main thing is to be off the
motorway and get Juliet examined in a local garage tomorrow. Pierre rides
off into the distance. The ferry will leave without me, I’m thinking.
I try to start her on the off chance, and miraculously she responds! But I’ve
been desperate to use the toilet for the last hour. What to do? There’s a tidy
spot by an overgrown bush about 80m back; I’ll have to leave her running
and continuing to soak while I wait for this recovery guy. I keep watch from
a distance. Within fifteen minutes this van turns up. The driver speaks no
English so I hand over my phone for him to converse with Pierre. He
agrees to escort me for 20km. After that I’m totally reliant on my
supposedly reliable Honda. Surely Juliet’s MOT meant she was healthy?!
Ominous black clouds line the horizon beyond imposing rock faces either
side of the motorway as I pray beyond the first 20km, keeping the revs
down, gears high, and speed low.

The last time I packed my belongings in France. I didn’t need my laminated map
after this, but it made me feel oh-so-adventurous.
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Thankfully, I make it to Ouistreham, the port town just outside Caen, see
the hotel at the roundabout, and ride around it to find parking. I feel so
fortunate.
But at the red signal beside a funfair facing the hotel she cuts out again!
Pull in the clutch, hit the start button, and give her some revs. I force her to
start, crawl over the stop line, and go tout droit onto a residential road by
the right of the hotel. No car park here. Back on the roundabout, I leave her
there to check in as a pedestrian. I explain my situation to the 24-hour
receptionist, and he sends his colleague out in case we need a push. But she
survives the ride to the left-hand-side rear entrance.
Quite literally, push might come to
shove when in the morning I’ll be
rolling her physically onto the ferry.
I continue texting the UK for
advice, with a glimmer of hope that
it might be damp electrics from
excessive rain.
The next morning she starts on the
button. I don’t make it to see the
Bayeux Tapestry but I do see the DDay Landing beaches and catch my
ferry. Even have time to pick up
some French equivalent of WD40
(from a minefield supermarket
aisle) in case she gets soaked again
– turned out the persistent
downpour had interfered with the
electrics but dried up overnight. For
some reason none of my ferry
crossings seem to be without
hindrance!
At least this time I was relatively
well-versed with using ratchet
straps. I located my seat in the
reserved lounge, too mentally
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drained to remember to
wave Normandy goodbye.
The dim lounge was
practically deserted so I
made my bed along a row
of seats for the next six
hours – and that, as you
will learn in the next
edition, was great
practice for what was
to come!

Chilling on the D-Day Landing Beach, my ferry
docked in the distance.

Juliet doesn’t flash hazard warnings, but it’s hard to resist a quick ferry photo stop. Mobile
phone touchscreens ought to respond to the touch of a biking glove though!
Did you make it to Parveen’s third and final day in France? Read Part Two of her
adventure - when she returns to Blighty - in the next edition of Progression.
Have you been anywhere lately? Do you have a story to tell? Whether long or short,
get in touch with Parveen on progression@elam.org.uk
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Machine Control Day
January 2018
Even in the thick of winter, this invaluable
skills day was oversubscribed with new
Associates and established members alike.
Simon Howes recounts the day.
It’s that time of year again. The start of a new course, the first of 2018, on a
cold Sunday morning at North Weald Airfield: Machine Control Day!
The day started off in traditional MCD style: lots of people walking around
looking at others’ motorbikes and what they’d bought them for Christmas;
plenty of “Happy New Years” between those who hadn’t seen each other for
a while, and a blissfully warm cup of tea with a chocolate biccie or two.
Truly, the breakfast of champions for what lay ahead and (for me at least) a
recurring event throughout the day.
After the customary welcome from Gary we had the
“My name is…” introductions, and the warning,
“Don’t go past the end cones or you’ll get run over
by a plane”. This prompted some rather interesting
looks of “is he serious or joking?” from some of the
MCD newbies.
The first segment of the day was hosted, as always,
by Rick and covered a lot of useful aspects of
manual handling, including picking up your pride
and joy when it decides it’s had enough and wants
to lay down. As always, Rick demonstrated ways of
moving the bike around both forwards and
backwards and how these techniques could be
adapted and applied to different-sized bikes and
people.
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Handling the bike led nicely into the first practical
riding session of the morning - slow control. A
nemesis for many people, including myself, but a
necessary evil nonetheless. After an explanation, it
was a case of riding the bikes at 2-3mph alongside
a walking observer who would then give pointers
whilst moving to help improve your ride: “A bit
more pressure on the rear brake”; “A bit more
throttle”; “Relax on the bars”; “Let the engine
sing”; “Keep your vision up higher”. After this, the
same principles were applied to slow circles, in
both directions, getting used to head positioning
and vision points.
Moving on from there came a discussion from Rob
regarding brakes, tyres, and the contact patch. A
good explanation of braking dynamics was given with pointers given using
two stationary bikes to highlight the differences with different types of
machine. This led, quite conveniently, into the braking exercise. This was
an opportunity for the new Associates to put into practice the advice they
were given during the previous discussion.
Following the recent Observers’ MCD, the set
up for this exercise was slightly different to
previous. This time round, we had some cones
set up as the braking point with a line of cones
leading to a point that marked the DSA
standard, the idea being to gradually reduce
your overall stopping distance.
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It was pleasing to watch all of the distances improve as the Associates
gradually got to build their confidence and learn what their machines were
capable of. One of them even got his back wheel up to the point that it was
nearly a helmet ornament. Suffice to say he spent the next half hour asking
if anyone had any spare trousers.
“What are those for?” I overheard one of the Associates asking. Paul’s
famous bicycle wheels.
What followed was a discussion around the theory of turning, how little
pressure is required to make the bikes turn and manoeuvre, and how forces
act when pressure is added to the bars whilst the wheels are turning.
The practical aspect of
the session came in
several stages. The first
– positive steering –
was a run down the
track, perfectly
demonstrated by Paul’s
glamorous assistant,
Chris,
alternating
pressure on each side of
the bars to see how the
bike acts and then, on
the return run, the next new element of the course: taking hands off
completely. This was to show that, providing there is power and the bike is
moving, it will continue straight without any rider input, even standing up.
It was fun seeing some of the full members having a go at this, including
our regular FM ride leader, Nigel. It reminded me of a scene from a
particularly famous film. Look at the picture and tell me what you think.
Once people had a good feel for the positive steering we moved onto the
slalom exercise. As its name suggests, this involves riding around the
outside of a series of offset cones using positive steering. Our able bodied
volunteers for this were Farmer Neil and Farmer Nigel, the idea being if
they can get their tractors through the slalom then something as small as a
two wheeled motorcycle should have no problem.
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The final exercise of the
day was another new
fixture for the MCD. Based
on one of the exercises in
the standard DSA test and
called, quite creatively, the
Swerve Exercise. Can any
of you guess what it might
involve? No? Then permit
me to explain. You take a
run at a pair of cones (the
gate) at between 30 & 40 mph. As you pass through the gate you “swerve”
left or right to avoid hitting another group of cones called “Sara’s Car”, and
then swerve back to pass through another gate on the other side of “the car”.
Sound simple? OK! Now run at the first gate at 40mph and don’t swerve
until Sara indicates which way for you to go. Now the fun begins. I noticed a
few people get caught with that, including myself on my first run.
A few of the Full Members also had a go on this including Chris and Paul
riding two up on Paul’s MSX 125. That was truly a sight to behold.
Now, I know some may read what goes on here and think that some of this
stuff is basic. It’s easy and you covered it all before when you did your big
bike test but,

Nigel, standing up and riding “No Hands”
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let’s remember, IAM isn’t about being able
to get places fast or ride the roads like the
next Rossi. It’s about creating “THINKING”
riders who can progress “SAFELY” so let’s
“think”. When was the last time many of us
used these techniques after our test, let
alone have people with the experience of our
Observers helping us to make ourselves
better?
Passing your advanced test isn’t the final
stage. It is merely the start of your next
stage. There are regular meets that cater for
all abilities where you can practise what
you’ve learned and self-assess. Many of the
Observers attend these rides and, in my
experience, are more than happy to give
advice. Since joining ELAM, this is the third
MCD that I have attended. Like I said before, how often do we really get to
practise these things? It is a great training exercise, even for Full Members.
Anything we build has to be on a strong, firm foundation or it will just
collapse. Likewise, with our riding, these “basic” techniques are our
foundation so let’s continue to keep our foundations strong.
From what I saw on the day, everybody had a great time. There were plenty
of laughs throughout the day which was intentional and is very important.
The courses are designed to be as much fun as they are practical. If you are
having fun then you generally want to come back and have more fun.
Learning is always more enjoyable when it doesn’t feel like learning.
ELAM isn’t just a bike club or a bunch of mates going out on a weekend
blast, nor is it only a means to passing the IAM test. We’re a family so, to all
the new Associates, you are welcome. I hope your time with us is as fun as it
is educational. For most of the year there’s always some sort of ride going on
and all ability levels are catered for. If the dates aren’t convenient for you
then put a note up on the forum or on WhatsApp. There’s usually someone
who can meet up.
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Finally, my own personal goal is to eventually pass the Observer training so I
would like to thank the Observers on the day, not just for giving up their time
but for letting me observe with them and take part from an Observer’s point
of view.
Hope you enjoyed reading. Keep safe, and hope to see you all on a ride soon.
Simon.

Did you enjoy Simon’s story? Do you have one to tell? Whatever the
length or topic, get in touch with Parveen on progression@elam.org.uk
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The Gadget King’s
Verdict
Terry King is always at the forefront of
motorcycling paraphernalia. We ask him to
review his latest gadget.
Gadget details:
INNOVV K1 Camera
It’s about £200, and I bought it
sometime in January 2017 from
a Chinese website - https://
www.innovv.com/
What are the Unique Selling
Points and/or key features?
I saw the camera on someone’s
bike at the MCD a few years
ago, maybe 2016. It is a front
and back camera connected to
your battery, and works with a
DVR recorder under your seat
that has an SD card with a loop
recording.
Why is it useful for riders?
It provides extra protection of
facts in case you have an
accident with a run-away driver
as I did in the past.
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How did it meet your needs?
It records from both from and back
and you can view your recorded video
and transfer to other devices in real
time.
H o w c o u l d th e p ro d u c t b e
improved or developed/what are
the disadvantages of using it?
It seems to be a new innovation and
produced in China; it works well for
those who have a bit of electrical
experience in connecting stuff to

bikes. A disadvantage is the seller’s
distance in case you want to return
it. However, the customer service is
very responsive to e-mail and there
is a forum where people share their
experiences, both positive and
negative. It is advisable for you to
read the forum for yourself before
placing the order though.
Their website is https://
www.innovv.com/
Overall, is it good value for
money?
Of course, it is good value for
money.
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What are you thinking of purchasing next, and/or what accessories
would enhance this product in future?
The next gadget is better as a surprise.
The Gadget King’s Verdict (out of five for each):
Value for money 4
Quality: 3
Usability: 4
Comfort: 4
Customer service: 4

All in all it does what it says. A few challenges I have with it are due to
connection problems, and my local motorbike dealer charged a fortune for
the labour of fixing the connection. For those who understand all this battery
connection and electrical stuff, it is a piece of cake.

Have you recently purchased a product, or even a bike?
Send the Editor a review for it to be featured here:
progression@elam.org.uk
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ELAM RIDES
Super Sundays have developed to have the occasional Super Saturday!
These are running monthly. Attendance has been brilliant, and feedback
for both the Full Members’ and All Abilities’ rides has been really positive.
This initiative will give ALL members but especially Associates the
opportunity to practise and improve their skills.
As usual we will run a Full Members type ride AND an All Abilities style
ride both departing from the same point (probably a McDonald’s) on the
same day, and heading to different destinations depending on the
requirements of riders who attend on the day.
All this will be in addition to our existing rides that people are still
encouraged to run throughout the year and this is to be seen as just a
regular ELAM monthly bike meet.
Details of each event will be posted on the forum and e-mailed to all a
week before each event. So keep an eye out and we look forward to
meeting you there!
If you’d like to lead a ride, please contact the Super Sundays
Coordinator, Chris Cotter, on: super.sundays@elam.org.uk
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OFFERS
It pays to be a member of ELAM. Check out the links below for an
exclusive discount!
COMPANY

OFFER

CONTACT

Ultimate Ear
custom ear plugs

10% off

Tell them you are a member of IAM / ELAM

Motorcycle Tyres, Romford

10% off

http://www.ultimateear.com/
motorcyclist.php
Tell Paul you belong to ELAM
www.motorcycletyresuk.com/

Eskeez
The thermal base layer
Kingray Motorcycles
Tyres, Servicing, MOTs available

10% off for
IAM

http:/www.eskeez.co.uk

10% off for
ELAM members

Malcolm Pauley 07454 556611

10% off

At New Oxford and Portland Street branches

www.kingraymotorcycles.co.uk

49 Morris Rd, London E15 2BQ
Infinity Motorcycles

www.infinitymotorcycles.com/
Mention ELAM at Arnos Grove - Talk to Jane
Kember

Firstline Motorcycles

!

https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk

JANNER
KERNOW
Motorcycle
Touring

10% off for
ELAM
members

sales@bikingabroad.com
0118 352 074 (UK)
+34 602 572 457 (Spain)
+44(0) 7894 862 467 (Mobile)

10% Discount
for all ELAM
members

www.jannerkernowmotorcycletouring.com
We offer a personal, relaxed and carefully
planned approach to touring, giving you time to
take in the beauty of the area as we lead you to
stunning destinations. IAM and Ex D&C
Constabulary guides
CALL MARK ON 0044 7767 644259 OR EMAIL
US ON JANNERKERNOW@GMAIL.COM
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WHERE AND WHEN?
Theory Nights
St. Francis Hall,
Hawkwood Crescent,
Chingford,
E4 7UH
Mandatory training for new Associates.
Starts at 19.30.
Snacks and drinks available for a small
contribution.

Machine Control Day
Northern Showground,
North Weald Aerodrome,
North Weald, Epping,
CM16 6HR
Essential machine control techniques for
new Associates and members who need a
refresher.
Starts at 9.00.
Donations invited to defray the cost of
venue hire and refreshments.
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THE VIEW FROM
THE BACK
POST-TEST ARRANGEMENTS
For all Associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their
allocated Observer, you should contact the following National and Senior
Observers to arrange a Check Test.
Rick Brown

Rob Connolly

rick.brown@elam.org.uk

membership@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett

Phil Barnard

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

phil.barnard@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski

Paul Gardner

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

paul.gardner@elam.org.uk

Jacqui Barnard
jacqui.barnard@elam.org.uk

Through its affiliation to the Institute of Advanced Motorists, ELAM is able to offer a
quick, simple, all-inclusive package that provides you the skills needed to become
an advanced motorcyclist.
We like to think that ELAM is different. That's why we all belong to it and why
we're so enthusiastic about it.
"It's not what you ride; it's the way you ride it that matters.”
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